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Stievater speaks to guests at McGrath Library’s Fall 2016 Arts
In The Library Reception.

Stievater’s elegant landscapes were on display in the
Library throughout the entire fall semester.
Attendees to the event were also treated to
music by violinists Emily Pawelski and Christine
Kuczkowski. McGrath Library hosts this event twice
a year; one reception for each semester.

Herb Kauderer reads from his many published volumes of poetry available at McGrath. Dr. Kauderer has appeared at Arts in the Library three times.

Anthony Hughes reads his original poetry for guests at the
fall Arts in the Library Reception. Guest were also treated to
recordings of some of Dr. Hughes’ classical guitar music.

Arts in the Library also displayed
two of Hilbert’s faculty members, Tony
Hughes and Herb Kauderer, both treated
guests to a poetry reading. Hughes and
Kauderer read their original work and
fielded questions on their artistic process.
Both performers are professors in Hilbert’s
English Department and both of their work
is available to be checked out at McGrath
Library. McGrath Library would like to
thanks all performers, artists, and guests
for another successful reception!
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DIRECTOR’S CHOICE
America's Secret Jihad : The Hidden History of Religious
Terrorism in the United States.
By Stuart Wexler

America's secret jihad : the hidden history of religious terrorism in the United
States.
Wexler, S. (2015)
Berkley, CA:
Counterpoint
BL65 .T47 W49

Book Review by:
Wil Prout
Wil Prout is the
Director of
McGrath Library

Stuart Wexler is considered a leading authority and top investigative researcher in domestic terrorist topics. He has shown considerable interest especially in the area of domestic religious terrorism, which is the topic of his latest
work America’s Secret Jihad: The Hidden History of Religious Terrorism in the United States (Counterpoint Publishing, 2015).
Wexler’s thesis is that although there are numerous right-wing, racist,
anti-Semitic groups within the United States such as the Klan, Posse Comitatus,
and various neo-Nazi groups, the Christian Identity groups are unique in that
they have a theology in conjunction with a philosophical basis for their prejudices and that this religious/theological mindset is instrumental in keeping the
CI’s cadre’ intact and in recruitment of new members. Wexler believes that the
religious bent of the CI gives members and recruits legitimacy in the eyes of
God. Wexler frequently compares the ideology, philosophy, recruitment methods and propaganda of the Christian Identity movement to modern day Islamic
terrorism; especially how both groups interpret their respective holy works.
Wexler gives background on key Christian Identity members, especially
what he calls the unholy trinity. Wexler identifies Wesley Swift, founder and
head of the Church of Jesus Christ-Christian, a Christian Identity congregation
established in southern California, as “[…] the father, the inspiration and the
guiding force behind waves of violence” against Jews and African Americans.
His sermons would be taped and distributed to hundreds of followers across the
U.S. Samuel Bowers, Wexler paints as the son, “[…] the purist who commands
a group of followers (who) put the father’s plan into […] action.” Bowers was
the Imperial Wizard of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of Mississippi
(KKKKOM) which was according to the FBI, the most violent Klan group in
America. Bowers was personally responsible for plotting the killing of the three
civil rights works in the Mississippi Burning case and in instigating plots to kill
Martin Luther King, Jr. And J.B. Stoner, a Georgian lawyer, and “brains behind
the Confederate Underground, is the unholy spirit.” Stoner was the legal counsel for numerous Klan and racists defendants. Consequently Wexler states that
Swift’s racists and anti-Semitic sermons and writings propagated his Christian
Identity theology that a race war was imminent and that it should be fomented
soon. This war will cleanse the United States of African Americans and Jews
and establish an Aryan nation as, in Swift’s mind, God intended. Wexler goes
on to give numerous examples of Christian Identity actions such as the Mississippi Burning incident, the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church bombing, the Martin Luther King, Jr. killing and the Murrah Federal Building bombing.
Wexler’s writing is engaging, using his journalistic style well to make the
book readable to a wide audience. America’s Secret Jihad: The Hidden
History of Religious Terrorism in the United States comes very highly
recommended.
CALL NUMBER: BL65.T47 W49 2015
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Emily Pawelski & Christine Kuczkowski perform at the 2016
Fall Arts in the Library Reception

Anthony Hughes shares his work with the audience

Professor Emeritus from Buffalo
State College, Dr. David Lampe,
reads for guests at the Spring 2016
Reception.

McGrath Library Director Wil Prout introduces the artist , performers and readers

Guests are treated to refreshments and snacks

Herb Kauderer reads at his third Arts in the Library Reception
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Please join us on Tuesday, March 21st, 2017 at 4pm in McGrath Library for our
spring installment of the Arts in the Library Reception! There will be plenty of refreshments and snacks available! This event is FREE and open to the public!
This semester we have art from five different artists! Once again we are pleased
to partner with 1045 Elmwood Art Gallery. Four of our artists are featured in the
1045 collection. Bill Wilson returns to Arts in the Library with his beautiful recycled
steel sculptures. Three other 1045 artists are new to Arts in the Library. Bradley
Widman is a self-taught oil painter who specializes in paintings that evoke
“spiritually and psychologically charged allegory.” Muhammad Z Zaman is an
“Urban Artist specialized in acrylic calligraphy.” And Johnathan Stafford is an oil,
watercolor, and mixed media artist.
Finally, a number of drawings are featured upstairs and in the stairwell of
McGrath Library by artist Laura Borneman. Borneman’s breathtaking drawings,
along with art from the other four artists will be on display in McGrath Library until
the end of the spring semester!
Guests of this year’s reception will also be treated to poetry readings by Wil
Prout and Dr. Michael Degnan. Mr. Prout has been the Director of McGrath Library
for 12 years and will be retiring during the spring semester. Mr. Prout created the
Arts in the Library Program in 2011.
Dr. Michael Degnan is a Professor of English here at Hilbert College. We are
excited to have Dr. Degnan perform his first Arts in the Library. Dr. Degnan has been
educating at Hilbert College for over 35 years and is also the Coordinator for the
Study Abroad Program.
Please join us for our reception! You will have a chance to meet the artists and
listen to them explain their influences and artistic process. This event has been a
McGrath Library trademark for over five years and has won Library Program of the
Year from the Western New York Library Resources Council in 2015. Arts in the Library celebrates the interconnectivity of Art and learning. We hope to see you on
March 21st!
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The preceding eighteen months has created a political environment that has struck fever pitch. After the shocking Republican Electoral victory a number of nonfiction political
studies were placed in a perfect environment to
thrive. Arlie Hochschild’s Strangers in Their
Own Land: Fear and Mourning on the American Right may be one of those books that will
receive more notoriety now that the Donald
Trump campaign proved to be much more than
a fleeting experiment. Hochschild, professor
emeritus of sociology at Berkeley, published her
study of Tea Party supporters in Louisiana
roughly two months before the election reached
its crescendo on November 8th. Her book is not
a personal indictment of those that she may disagree with. The majority of the book is centered
around convivial discourse with a handful of
Tea Party supporters in rural Louisiana, many
of which have fallen victim to environmental
disasters brought on by pollution and fracking.

The 2012 Sinkhole in Bayou Corne Chased Many
From Their Homes and Enveloped 100-foot
Trees. Click to see video from The Guardian.

Strangers in Their Own Land opens with
an introduction to a gentleman named Mike
Schaff. Schaff had recently lost his home to a
massive sinkhole in Bayou Corne, a result of salt
mine drilling by Texas Brine Company. Hochschild reveals what she calls “The
Great Paradox” while describing Mr. Schaff’s situation due to a “sinkhole that devoured hundred
-foot tall trees and turned forty acres of swamp
upside down [...] That raised a big question in
my mind. The disaster had been caused by a
lightly regulated drilling company. But as a Tea
Party advocate, Mike had hailed government deregulation of all sorts, as well as drastic cuts in
government spending - including that for environmental protection.” There are many examples of self-defeating political opinion as
Hochschild builds her argument by collecting
Tea Party philosophy from a group of advocates
and building research to refute those ideologies. Where Hochschild really succeeds, however, is in her effort to understand the opinions of
those she disagrees with. Throughout Strangers
in Their Own Land, Hochschild does not allow
beliefs that most liberals find anathema to impede on the friendships she builds while researching her book. No disagreement ruins the
conversation, or waters down the iced tea she
shares with the kind citizens of Bayou d’Inde,
Bayou Corne, and other parishes. Hochschild
refers to this process as breaking down the
“Empathy Wall.” The Empathy Wall is “an obstacle to deep understanding of another person,
one that can make us feel different or even hos-
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tile to those who hold different beliefs or whose
childhood is rooted in different circumstances.” But politics are divisive, and disagree we
must. With each pleasantry shared by the author
and her subjects, comes a contradictory postscript
born from Hochschild’s research. While she
spends a lot of time debunking the opinions of
those she interviewed, Hochschild rarely seems to
broach her conclusions directly to her subjects .

types of Tea Party supporters in her polite
quest to understand their support for this political ideology. At times Strangers in Their
Own Land is baffling. The case of Lee Sherman, the former Pittsburgh Plate Glass (PPG)
employee who was fired for absenteeism after
becoming ill due to high exposure to chemicals, is a prime example of “The Great Paradox.” Sherman admits to personally disposing
toxins into the Calcasieu Ship Channel on behalf of PPG. However, Sherman also admits
to voting for Republican Congressman David
Vitter who voted to abolish the Environmental
Protection Agency in 2011. In the true nature
of “The Great Paradox,” Sherman declares
himself an environmentalist, Hochschild explains: “In the life of one man, Lee Sherman, I
saw reflected both sides of the Great Paradox the need for help and a principled refusal of
it. As a victim of toxic exposure himself, a
participant in polluting public waters, hating
pollution, now proudly proclaiming himself as
an environmentalist, why was he throwing in
his lot with the anti-environment Tea Party?” These types of questions don’t meet with
satisfying answers at any point in Strangers in
Their Own Land.

The dissolution of the Empathy Wall
comes with some baggage. Hochschild describes
the dilapidated condition of Louisiana
State. Education, poverty and health statistics
rank at or very near the bottom in the United
States. Hochschild points out the disturbing statistic that the disparity of life expectancy between
Louisiana and Connecticut is identical to that of
the United States and Nicaragua. The low standards of living in Louisiana can partially be attributed to much of the conservative legislation
containing environmental deregulation. What’s
more unnerving is the constituents’ proclivity to
react discordantly to federal aid of any kind despite relying on it. This is an example of “The
Great Paradox.” Drawing inspiration from Thomas Frank’s What’s the Matter With Kansas? The
Great Paradox describes incompatible values: environmental deregulation with love of nature; opAt the crux of Hochschild’s book is
position to healthcare reform with the wish to be
what she calls “The Deep Story.” While
healthy; the reverence for small business with free Hochschild’s conclusory anecdote ultimately
market economics that benefit monopolies.
hinges on race, she disguises her elegiac narrative with a profound sympathy and underNot all of Hochschild’s subjects are rural
standing for those who would relate to it. The
working class people. Jackie Tabor, a pious resipervading message is not necessarily apolodent of the affluent community of Courtland
getic towards the prejudicial underpinnings of
Place, bemoans the unfortunate pollution of cera white racial class allegedly skeptical of a
tain sections of Louisiana, but reconciles it with
weighted system of equality, Hochschild is
this passage: “pollution is the sacrifice we make
merely trying to clarify the Tea Party sentifor capitalism.” Hochschild traverses different
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ment. In fact, she politely spends the majority of
the book collecting opinions from those loyal to
the political right-wing, then deconstructing their
conclusions with exhaustive research.

sionate approach. But don’t be fooled, The
Deep Story is rooted in bigotry and
Hochschild discreetly concedes to that at one
point: “Missing from the image of blacks in
most of the minds of those I came to know
was a man or a woman standing patiently in
line next to them waiting for a well-deserved
reward.” Beside a few remarks similar to the
one cited above, the issue of race and bigotry
is largely ignored in Strangers in Their Own
Land. Hochschild, it seems, is trying to open
avenues of constructive and respectful political discourse between polarized political ideologies. And as a consequence of adhering to
Arlie Russell Hochschild, 77, is a Professor Emerithe notion of breaking down empathy walls,
tus of Sociology at U.C. Berkeley. Click the Image
the controversial topics of bigotry and race are
to See Her Speech on BookTV (CSPAN)
But race remains a factor in “The Deep Sto- left aside. It is difficult to sidestep race given
the overt racial motifs throughout this election
ry.” Hochschild builds a metaphor of a long line,
cycle and Hochschild seems to strategically
in which those who are waiting are doing so padodge the issue without accomplishing the
tiently for the opportunity to fulfill the American
Dream. Primarily white, Christian, and male, The avoidance in a disrespectful way. There is no
doubt that racism and racial overtones held a
Deep Story’s protagonists are representative of
strong influence over much of the opposition
the people we meet throughout the
book. Suddenly something happens to those who to the Obama administration and the Clinton
campaign. Matthew Hughey’s and Gregory
are in line: “You see people cutting in line ahead
Park’s aggregate study of Republican centered
of you! You’re following the rules. They are
treatment of the race issue culminated into a
not. As they cut in you feel like you’re being
moved back. How can they Just do that? Who are fascinating and revealing book entitled The
they? Some are black. Through affirmative action Wrongs of the Right: Language, Race, and
plans, pushed by the federal government, they are the Republican Party in the Age of
Obama. Examples are numerous and come as
being given preference for places in colleges and
overtly as Laura Ingraham’s comment of
universities, apprenticeships, jobs, welfare pay“nailing down all of the valuables” in the Bush
ments, and free lunches.” In the post-industrial
White House during Al Sharpton’s visit in
American heartland automation has levelled
2008, or Eric Bolling of Fox News tweeting
small rural communities, enveloping jobs and
“Obama chugging 40’s in IRE while tornadoes
evaporating the limited wealth, the line has not
ravage MO” during Obama’s 2011 trip to Ireonly gotten longer; it has stopped movland, and the headline “Obama’s hip-hop BBQ
ing. Hochschild does an exemplary job with this
analogy, especially in her humanistic and compas- didn’t create jobs” on Fox News while discuss-
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ing President Obama’s fiftieth birthday celebration. All of these examples of racially charged language serves a larger purpose of uniting those
with similar prejudices and assembling them
within the conservative ideology. Hochschild
does address the influence that conservative outlets like Fox News has on the Tea Party faction,
but ultimately, and to a fault, Strangers in Their
Own Land is not about race, it is a careful examination of a handful of conservative Tea Party
members.
Hochschild’s book comes with its own
“Great Paradox.” She clearly demonstrates the
benefits of cooperative political discourse that is
accompanied by an earnest effort to relate to
those you may disagree with. Hochschild preambles the deep story experienced by those she interviewed in the book with the notion that everyone has a deep story: “It removes judgment. It
removes fact. It tells us how things feel. Such a
story permits those on both sides of the political
spectrum to stand back and explore the subjective
prism through which the party on the other side
sees the world. And I don’t believe we understand
anyone’s politics, right or left, without it. For we
all have one.” Hochschild is evoking the human
need for empathy that the biologist Frans De
Waal defended in his 2009 book The Age of Empathy. Indeed, it would appear that Hochschild
would agree with De Waal’s suggestion that:
“Human we are, and humane as well, but the idea
that the latter may be older than the former, that
our kindness is part of a much larger picture, still
has to catch on.” Hochschild exemplifies this in
both her willingness to understand those she disagrees with as well as in her criticisms. Her criticisms are respectful, yet they are based on such
robust research they are hard to counter, thus
making her empathy a vehicle towards an ac-

ceptance of false premises, conflicting values,
and race baiting; herein lies the larger paradox of Strangers in Their Own Land.
Despite the paradoxes, Hochschild ultimately succeeds in drawing a blueprint to
opening constructive political discourse. She
balances a difficult line between empathy and
evidence-based argument. In today’s political
climate, Hochschild brings something vital to
the future of humankind: humanity. She describes her subject in human terms, and genuinely seems to like them for their kind-hearted
affability. Regardless of political affiliation,
the subjects of Strangers in Their Own Land
are human, and their problems are real and
deserve attention. Hochschild does an excellent job of presenting the problem of the
lengthy and growing divide between competing political ideals. When it comes to the paradoxical, Hochschild doesn’t really try to explain or reconcile. The divide is just that: a
divide. Hochschild tries and succeeds to create human bonds between argumentative factions. To her, the only way truly come to
agreements is through humanizing both sides
to the point where concessions are possible. Strangers in Their Own Land is an excellent read.

ALL BOOKS MENTIONED ARE
AVAILABLE AT McGRATH LIBRARY
*De Wall, F. (2009). The age of empathy.

CALL NUMBER: BF575 .E55 .W3
*Hughey, M., & Parks, G. (2014). The
wrongs of the right:Language, race, and the
Republican Party in the Age of Obama.
CALL NUMBER: JK2356 .H84\
*Frank, T. (2004). What’s the matter with
Kansas? CALL NUMBER: F686.2 .F73
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A Brief Look at What is Being
Studied at Hilbert College

SEARCH TERMS

The Hilbert community is known as a small
learning community, did you know that Hilbert
does a lot of research for a ‘small school’?

Pictured above is a word collage of some of the
most popular search terms used by Hilbert
College students while researching using the
McGrath Library article databases.

2016: Titles Being Downloaded:

91
Average database
searches/yr per person

38 articles/yr
downloaded
per person

New York Times: 1207 Security Journal: 119
Forensic Sciences International: 499
American Journal of Public Health: 356
Journal of Criminal Law & Criminology: 250
Journal of Correction Education: 192
Journal of Forensic Sciences: 314
Justice Quarterly: 247
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Click on Book Jacket Images to View McGrath Library Catalog Record for Each Book.

NEW BOOKS
Broadcast hysteria: Orson
Welles's War of the Worlds and
the art of fake news.

The history of street gangs in the
United States: their origins and
transformations.

A. Brad Schwartz.

James C. Howell.

Blood in the water : the Attica
prison uprising of 1971 and its
legacy.

Virtual competition: the promise
and perils of the algorithm-driven
economy.

Heather Ann Thompson.

Jamie Madigan.

The gunning of America: capitalism and the making of American
gun culture.
Pamela Haag

Weapons of math destruction: how big data increases
inequality and threatens democracy.
Cathy O’Neil.

Enough said: what's gone wrong
with the language of politics?
Mark John Thompson.

God? Very probably : five rational
ways to think about the question
of a god?
Robert H. Nelson.

Dante: the story of his life.
Marco Santagata

Evicted: poverty and profit in the
American city.
Matthew Desmond

